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Temporal Logics and Their Applications. By Antony Galton, Ed. Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich, Sidcup, United Kingdom, 1987, xii + 244 pages, Price X22.00 (hard- 
cover), ISBN o-12-274060-2. 
This book is an offspring of a conference on temporal logic held at University of 
Leeds in 1986. As is presumably well known, temporal logic is a generic name of 
formal systems for reasoning about properties related to time. One of the objectives 
of the conference was to bring together people from different areas all working with 
temporal logic, e.g. computer scientists, mathematicians and philosophers. The book, 
however, mainly reflects the different adaptions of temporal logic within computer 
science, especially the applications in artificial intelligence (AI) where temporal 
logic is used by computer programs to reason about the world, and in program 
development where temporal logic is used by the world to reason about computer 
programs. 
The book is composed of a survey chapter by the editor himself, followed by five 
selfcontained chapters each covering an important application of temporal logic 
within computer science. 
The introductory chapter by Antony Galton is a very readable survey of various 
aspects of temporal logic, discussing for example the difference between the first- 
order and modal approaches to time, where in the first case explicit time is used as 
in P(x, t) to express that P is true of x at time f, whereas in the latter case modal 
or tense operators are used to refer to time in an indirect way as in FP( x) expressing 
that at some time in the future, P will be true of x. Galton also touches upon the 
historical development of temporal logic including its philosophical and linguistic 
origins. Furthermore, the chapter gives an overview of the two main application 
areas within computer science, i.e. AI and program development, thereby introducing 
the rest of the book. The chapter should be intelligible for anyone being familiar 
with standard logic, but some experience with temporal logic in one form or another 
would probably be helpful. 
In Chapter 2, Howard Barringer gives an overview of the pioneering work by 
himself, Ruurd Kuiper and Amir Pnueli on giving temporal semantics to concurrent 
programming languages and thereby obtaining compositional proof systems. The 
method is presented for a rather abstract and simple language and specializations 
towards more realistic languages are indicated. Small examples illustrate the use of 
the somewhat mysterious recursive temporal operators. The chapter also discusses 
requirements for full abstractness of temporal semantics advocating the use of dense 
time. 
Two chapters of the book deal with “temporal logic programming”. One way to 
put substance into this phrase is to interpret temporal formulas operationally in the 
sense of constructing execution sequences which are models of the formulas. This 
idea is the basis of Chapter 3, where Roger Hale illustrates the use of Moskowski’s 
interval temporal logic (ITL) and its operational subset Tempura for specification 
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and refinement of protocols and hardware. In particular, the examples show how 
elegantly specifications can be refined using the operator w1 proj w2 which essentially 
describes a behaviour which, when abstracted by dividing it into parts satisfying 
w, , will satisfy the more abstract formula w2. 
Another approach to temporal logic programming is presented in Chapter 6 by 
Dov Gabbay. The idea is here to incorporate temporal operators into the traditional 
logic programming language Prolog obtaining a language called Temporal Prolog. 
A set of computation rules is then offered which, given a program and a goal, will 
determine such values for the global variables of the goal that will make it a 
conclusion of the program. Thus, the effect of executing such programs is rather to 
prove theorems than to construct models. The chapter describes a number of 
interesting ideas of work in progress, but is probably also the chapter demanding 
most prerequisites of its reader. 
Application of temporal logic within AI is covered by two chapters. Chapter 4 is 
Fariba Sadri and gives rather detailed introduction to three related approaches to 
temporal reasoning as employed for example within knowledge based systems. The 
three approaches are the calculus ofeuents by Kowalski and Sergot, a logic of time 
and events by Lee et al. and a temporal logic by Allen. All three logics are concerned 
with such notions as properties holding over periods of time; these being initiated 
and ended by event occurrences etc. The semantics of the logics is defined by axioms 
relating these notions to each other and various variations of the axiomatizations 
are discussed. A simple common example is used to show the differences and 
especially the similarities of the three approaches pointing towards a common 
understanding in this area. 
Whereas the knowledge base logics agree on using an explicit notion of time, the 
logic of occurrence described by Galton in Chapter 5 is intended for analyzing natural 
language sentences for which it seems more appropriate to use tense operators. 
Galton’s logic gives a special treatment to events making it possible to express 
formally the difference between an event being in progress and the event being 
completed. Unlike the seemingly more ad hoc axiomatizations of the knowledge 
base logics, Galton presents both a model-theoretical semantics of his logic plus an 
axiomatization whose correctness and completeness is proven. Finally, it is sketched 
how the basic logic may be extended to cover explicit reference to time and 
structuring of events, this being still work in progress( !). 
In general, the chapters are selfcontained (read also: unrelated), are well written, 
and most of them have extensive reference lists. Therefore, the individual chapters 
may be used as introductory texts to particular application areas or the book as a 
whole may be used in an interdisciplinary course on temporal logic. Also, its survey 
character should make the book valuable reading for any computer scientist inter- 
ested in temporal logic-this, at least, was the case for myself being familiar only 
with the work of Barringer and Hale. One should, however, be aware that there are 
important topics not covered by this book, e.g. branching time logics. 
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Unfortunately, I find the title of the book somewhat misleading since the number 
of applications to concrete problems is limited to a few toy-examples. Rather, 
application of temporal logic is here to be understood as its adaption within different 
theoretical branches of computer science. Therefore, the book will probably not be 
of particular interest to the software engineer unless interested in the perspectives 
of formal methods. 
Hans Henrik LWENGREEN 
Department of Computer Science 
Technical University of Denmark 
Lyngby, Denmark 
Data Abstraction and Program Development using Pascal. By R.F. Hille. Prentice- 
Hall, Hemel Hempstead, United Kingdom, 1988, Price X14.95, ISBN 0-13-7248- 
0301-7. 
This book takes a modern approach to data structures. Its content is that of a 
typical data structures course: it looks at stacks, queues, priority queues, lists, trees, 
files, and so on; it shows how data structures can be implemented by algorithms 
over programming language types such as arrays, records and pointers; and it 
examines the performance characteristics of various data structures and algorithms, 
particularly in relation to searching and sorting. Its approach is modern in that it 
uses abstract data type specifications to provide abstract views of data structures, 
free from representation details. Operations on abstract data types are mapped to 
procedures that manipulate data structures, with the goal of separating what a 
programmer needs to know to use a data structure from how the data structure is 
implemented. This separation is reinforced by examples that show the use of a data 
structure within a program as manipulations of the procedures that provide an 
abstract view of the data structure, before possible representations have been 
discussed. 
As the title of the book suggests, all the implementations are in Pascal. This limits 
the book to using data abstraction as a basis for improving the process of designing 
and implementing the major data structures within a program, rather than as a basis 
for the harder task of designing the architecture of a complete program around 
some module or package construct. The use of a now old-fashioned programming 
language also seems to encourage various unwelcome practices. For instance, in 
different chapters we find different solutions to the problem of what to do when a 
procedure is called when its pre-condition is not satisfied, without proper discussion 
of the differences. And in Chapter 2 we find that a change to the representation of 
